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Key Findings and Recommendations
Finding: The Eastern Cape Department of Education has allocated 81% of its budget to
paying personnel. However, following the decision to reinstate temporary teachers, the
allocation is set to increase to 92% of the equitable share in the 2012/13 financial year.
Recommendation: It is imperative that the Department initiate the post provisioning model
as per provincial needs. This requires the consultation and co-operation of key stakeholders;
teacher unions and district managers. The implementation of an effective staff deployment
system must become a priority within the current reintroduction of the Section 100 (1) (b)
intervention by the Department of Basic Education. Additionally, the Department must
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immediately resolve the perennial problem of “double-parked” educators in the system as this
results in costly duplication of resources.

Finding: The Eastern Cape failed to spend a total of R 329.25 million in 2011/12 within the
Education Infrastructure Grant, responsible for the majority of infrastructure projects.2
Recommendation: In light of the delegation of several national and provincial infrastructure
projects to the Independent Development Trust as an implementing agent, it is recommended
that more responsibility be placed for the infrastructure budget between the National
Department of Basic Education, the IDT and the Department of Public Works. The provincial
Department should be left to focus primarily on its core mandate; teaching and learning until
such a time as capacity has been created to deal with its infrastructure demands.
Finding: The Department is likely to experience a budget deficit of approximately R 1.22
billion within the equitable share allocation for infrastructure for the 2012/13 financial year.
Recommendation: Expenditure within the Education Infrastructure conditional grant needs
to be optimised in such a way that complements all infrastructure delivery across the
province.
Finding: While the Department aims to increase the number of ECD personnel, the Annual
Performance Plan and Budget Estimates are not aligned with one another and there is no
indication of how many additional personnel will be catered for within the R 334.4 million
set aside for compensation of ECD employees.
Recommendation: The plans for intergovernmental strategic planning set out in White Paper
5 of 2001 in Early Childhood Development must be centralised in a joint ECD strategic plan
between the Departments of Social Development, Health and Education.
Finding: The overall 2012 education budget is set to increase by a mere 0.93% from the
2011 appropriation.
Recommendation: The Department must ensure fiscal prudence and efficient expenditure so
as to be able to negotiate for an increased allocation over the medium term and further.
22
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National Priorities and International Standards
Section 29 of the South African Constitution provides for every citizen‟s right to a basic
education.3 The Department of Education‟s vision is to offer a quality education and training
system that transforms schools into centres of community life and promote shared moral
values, good governance and sustainable development.4 On both the national and provincial
scale, spending on education remains the single largest government budget allocation;
commensurate with the recently developed delivery agreements. Education is ranked as a top
priority; Outcome 1 being “Improved quality of basic education”.5 South Africa spends 5%
of its Gross Domestic Product in the education sector.6 Comparative research indicates that
spending levels range significantly above that of other African countries and is parallel to
developed economies such as the United States.7 This is aligned well with achieving Goal 2
of the Millennium Development Goals; universal primary education by 2015. In South
Africa, according to the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), universal primary
education is “already effectively a reality”.8 The same is true on a provincial level, with the
greater challenge being to deliver quality education as opposed to ensuring access.
International agreements such as the World Declaration on the protection and development
children and other United Nations charters guide South Africa‟s prioritisation of early
childhood education both within the public and private domain. Section 28 of the
Constitution is also central in such processes. The Education White Paper 5 (2001) on Early
Childhood Development highlights the importance of establishing a national system for the
provision of a reception year for all 5-year old children. This necessitates the development of
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Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 108 of 1996, Chapter 2, Section 29; Subsection 1a.
Eastern Cape Provincial Treasury, Budget Statement II 2009/10, p. 189.
5
The Delivery Agreement is related to Government’s Action Plan to 2014; a document detailing the 12
outcomes for work to be done by the South African Government in consultation with various stakeholders”
The delivery agreement is intended to be “an important input into the budgeting process for 2011/12” and
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Institute for Security Studies Available Online: www.polity.org.za Accessed 30th April 2012.
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inclusive programmes for children under 5 through the creation of an inter-sectoral strategic
plan.
Provincial Priorities and Trends
On 25th April 2012, officials from the national Departments of Basic Education, Public
Service and Administration, National Treasury and the Department of Higher Education and
Training met to set in motion processes for the “full” implementation of the Section 100 (1)
(b) intervention in the Eastern Cape Department of Education.9 This process has been
ongoing for several months and has included the issuing of a court order on 20th March 2012.
In 2010, the Department devised a Turnaround Strategy with performance measures and
costed targets. Aligned with the strategy was to be the establishment of a Programme
Management Unit within the Superintendent General‟s office.10 The Minister of Basic
Education, in her recent briefing of education stakeholders in the Eastern Cape on the way
forward made no mention of the progress on the initial plan or of the envisioned role of the
Management Unit.11 It is thus worrisome that there appears to be disjuncture between the
provincial and national Departments.

Policy Priorities
The Eastern Cape Department of Education is fore-grounded by serious financial and
leadership problems. The most recent example of the latter has been yet another change in
administrative leadership in the form of the termination of the Accounting Officer, Advocate
Modidima Mannya‟s contract following several months of internal conflict.12 The
Department has also been beset with dismal performance in the National Senior Certificate
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Minister Angie Motshekga, Eastern Cape Department of Education website. Available Online:
www.ecdoe.gov.za. Accessed 30th April 2012.
10
Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011/12. P.39.
11
Minister Angie Motshekga, Eastern Cape Department of Education website. Available Online:
www.ecdoe.gov.za. Accessed 30th April 2012.
12
The Advocate joined the Department in November 2010 as its Superintendent General. His resignation was
announced by the Eastern Cape Premier Noxolo Kiviet on 23rd April 2012 during a media briefing in Bhisho. The
Minster of Basic Education, Angie Motshekga, has since articulated her department’s intention to take control
of the provincial department. In the interim, the Department has identified an Acting Accounting Officer
pending the formal filling of the post.
Available Online: http://www.dispatch.co.za/news/article/3277 Accessed 27th April 2012.
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results released in January this year. The Eastern Cape was amongst the poorest performing
provinces, housing the five worst performing districts nationally.
In his Legislature address, introducing the main budgets and estimates for 2012/13, Finance
MEC Masualle outlined a five-fold fiscal strategy. The ECDoE would do well to heed points
1 and 3; strengthening fiscal discipline as well as improving spending capacity and
performance in delivery areas of high impact.13 The MEC highlights the need to avoid both
over and under expenditure in provincial spending and that both of these are signs of
financial mismanagement. 14
Regarding the continued trends in over expenditure in compensation of employees in
departments such as the ECDoE, the MEC announced the introduction of austerity measures
to curb over expenditure in this line item as well as a review of “top heavy” organisational
structures.15 Both minor and major budgetary deviations in the education sector have
repercussions across all provincial budgets due to the fact that the ECDoE accounts for more
than 45% of the entire Eastern Cape‟s budget. Most notably, the MEC stated that “(T)here
can be no excuse for infrastructure under spending in a province with such enormous service
needs and backlogs” 16 and, in addition that the education of the province‟s youngest citizens
is

“the most important investment in our economy”.17 In relation to education in the

province, MEC Masualle merely placed emphasis on the need for national and provincial cooperation in the ongoing Section 100 1 (b) intervention.
The MEC for Education and Training Mr Mandla Makapula, highlighted the “confusion”
surrounding the Section 100 1(b) intervention in the ECDoE relating to the rightful
Accounting Officer. He also attributed this confusion to the delay in the implementation of
the intervention.18 MEC Makupula reiterated some of the priorities outlined by MEC
Masualle. The 6 priority areas agreed upon by the intervention team were put forward to be

13

Honourable MEC Phumulo Masualle 6th March 2012: Introduction of the Main Budget Estimates and
Appropriation Bill 2012-13: Address to the Provincial Legislature, Province of the Eastern Cape , Treasury.
14
Ibid, p. 5.
15
Ibid, pp. 6 and 7.
16
Honourable MEC Phumulo Masualle 6th March 2012: Introduction of the Main Budget Estimates and
Appropriation Bill 2012-13: Address to the Provincial Legislature, Province of the Eastern Cape , Treasury., p.7.
17
Ibid, p.14
18
Honourable MEC for Education and Training Mandla Makupula 2012/13 Budget and Policy Speech 23rd
March 2012, Eastern Cape Provincial Legislature.
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implemented by the Eastern Cape Provincial Government through administration of the
ECDoE. These priorities as stated by the MEC are:
1. Management of Human Resources capacity, as well as personnel and provisioning
budget
2. Effective management and implementation of the National School Nutrition
Programme
3. Procurement and delivery of Learning Teaching Support Material
4. Effective management and provisioning of scholar transport
5. School infrastructure development programme- priority mud and unsafe schools
6. Education systems and operations- planning, accountability, supply chain
management, financial management
The above is indicative of the problems that are increasingly becoming inherent in the
ECDoE. It is especially telling that the Department has an additional 22 priority areas for
delivery that require “urgent” attention according to MEC Makupula.19 Of these 22;
redeployment of teachers in addition (and issues relating to over expenditure in compensation
of employees) is especially emphasised in this budget analysis. The MEC also highlighted
areas where progress has been made in addressing department challenges including the
“timeous declaration of the 2012 post provisioning basket of 64 752 teaching posts”, the
delivery of CAPS textbooks, continued SNP at schools and restoration of the scholar
transport programme. 20
Noteworthy is the MEC‟s mention of a collaborative management of the scholar transport
programme which was transferred in 2011 into the care of the Eastern Cape Department of
Roads and Transport. This decision was intended to be effective as of April 2011 following
an EXCO decision.21 To the contrary, however, a review of the Department of Transport‟s
2011/12 financial year indicates that the programmes was transferred from the ECDoE in
July 2011. According to the report, a target of 42 000 had been set for scholar transportation
19

Ibid., p.3.
Honourable MEC for Education and Training Mandla Makupula 2012/13 Budget and Policy Speech 23rd
March 2012, Eastern Cape Provincial Legislature , p.3 and 4.
21
Eastern Cape Transport Vote 10 Annual Report 2010/11. p.53.
20
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and a total of 53 625 learners were transported. 22 Recently, this programme was at the centre
of public protests in the province following the lack of service and learners from remote areas
being stranded and others having to walk long distances. Seemingly, the programme is not
faring any better after the shift as the recent suspension of transport provision by service
providers indicates. There continues to be a degree of shared responsibility for certain aspects
of the programme such as the exclusion of targets for transporting far school learners as “…at
the time… transportation of farm school learners still fell under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Education”.23

The importance of this programme in the provision of a

supporting service for the realisation of children‟s rights to education is unquestionable and
thus the allocation and effective execution of funds is crucial.
However due to its “collaborative” and currently transitional nature, the scholar transport
programme will not be analysed in this report. The Department of Transport has allocated R
210 million for the programme in 2012/13.24 It will be crucial, in forthcoming reports to
determine both the financial management and service delivery environment of the
programme in its new department. This is particularly important in light of previous
irregularities where the awarding of tenders to contractors by the ECDoE regarding the
requirements of the PFMA.25
Problems in scholar transport, school nutrition and provision of learning and teaching
materials have contributed to ongoing abandonment of poor performing schools by learners.
In March this year, more than 290 schools were reported to have been shut down as a result
of the mass exodus of learners in search of better schools.26 The question of whether these
schools must be merged with other schools in the area or completely shut down will be
opened up for consultation through public hearings to be held by the Department.
This budget analysis will focus on three key programme areas; compensation of employees,
infrastructure and Early Childhood Development.27

22

Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2012/13. Provincial Treasury, p. 453.
Ibid.
24
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2012/13. Provincial Treasury, p.466.
25
Eastern Cape Education Annual Report 2010/11 .p161.
26
Times Live, Msindisi Fengu. Parents Shut down 294 Schools. Available Online:
http://www.timeslive.co.za/local/2012/03/26/parents-shut-down-294-schools Accessed 28th April 2012.
27
Early Childhood Development is increasingly being brought to the forefront both within the Department of
Basic Education as well as within the Departments of Health and Social Development. This is partly reflected in
the recent national ECD dialogues held in East London in March 2012 following resolutions made in October
23
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The execution of the budget by the Eastern Cape Department of Education (ECDoE) is
central to this analysis; thus the following key questions will be asked;
1) Compensation of Employees; temporary teachers and post- provisioning
a) What was the budget allocation for 2011/12 and how was it utilised?
b) How did the Department perform in relation to previous over expenditure
in the personnel line item?
c) What is the budget for 2012/13?
2) Infrastructure; mud schools, backlogs and school closures
a) Was the 201112 infrastructure budget used effectively?
b) What progress has been made in infrastructure in terms of spending and service
delivery?
c) What are short to medium term implications of the current spending and delivery
patterns in infrastructure?
3) Early Childhood Development
a) What was the budget for ECD in 2011/12
b) What are the highlighted priorities in ECD in the Eastern Cape and how have these
been catered for?
c) What are the key spending and performance patterns in ECD?

2011 to foster integration between key departments in child care (Social Development, Health and Education).
The background summary is available on the website of the Department of Social Development here:
http://www.socdev.ecprov.gov.za/publications/News/Pages/SocialDevelopmentandPartner.aspx Accessed:
27th April 2012.
As yet, however, funding for ECD programmes and Centres has not received adequate attention in terms of
funding and remains relatively low as far as allocation priority is concerned.
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Eastern Cape Department of Education Budget 2012/13
The total allocation for Education announced by the MEC for 2012/13 is R 26.2 billion and a
total of R 83.1 billion over the MTEF.28 This represents a nominal increase of 4.55% from
the 2011/12 allocation. In 2011, the Department‟s allocation increased by 10% in nominal
terms (Table 2) and despite this, there was repeated over expenditure in the personnel line
item. This was also despite austerity measures in the payment of capital assets expenditure
within Programme 1. In real terms, the budget allocation for 2012 increases by a mere 0.93%
from 2011. In consideration of the previous years‟ expenditure outcome and the recurrent
personnel spending pressures, over expenditure in 2012 appears inevitable.
Table 1: Budget by Economic Classification (2012/13)29
Outcome

Medium-term estimate
Adjusted
Main Approappropriation
priation
2011/12
2011/12

(R' 000)

Current payments
Compensation of employees
Goods and Services
Interest and rent on land

Audited
Audited
Audited 2008/09 2009/10
2010/11
15 592 878 18 592 891 20 626 574 20 765 505
13 755 201 17 112 266 19 167 426 19 410 179
1 837 677 1 480 625 14 591 488 1 355 325

Transfers and Subsidies to
Provinces and municipalities
Departmental agencies and accounts
Universities and technikons
Public corporations and private enterprises
.
Foreign governments and international organisations
Non-profit institutions
Households

981 365

1 288 517

1 535 706

2 614 888

6 642
15 907

8 011
16 702

8 404
17 571

11 633
18 937

952 003
6 813

1 251 334
12 470

1 426 403
83 328

Payments for capital assets
Buidlings and other fixed structures
Machinery and equipment
Software and other intangible assets

943 995
853 946
89 959
90

868 024
852 995
14 254
775

395 674
360 432
35 205
37

Payments for Capital Assets
Total economic classification

Revised
estimate
2011/12

2012/13
21 029 291 21 614 602 22 389 872
19 991 328 20 440 578 21 337 246
1 037 962 1 174 024 1 052 625

2 731 420 2 767 550

6.47
6.73
1.41

2013/14
2014/15
22 998 618 24 333 634
21 904 577 23 185 276
1 094 041
1 148 358

2.79
3.04
-2.09

7.56

3 350 236

3 567 385

3.84

9 238
18 397

31 659

172.15

33 253

34 916

162.47

2 481 347
102 971

2 597 879 2 595 740
102 971
144 175

2 796 914
109 371

7.66
6.22

3 202 143
114 840

3 439 887
92 582

3.94
2.54

1 254 315
1 174 856
764 112
3 048

1 384 174
1 325 736
55 390
3 048

960 171
929 746
24 599
5 826

-30.63
-29.87
-55.59
91.14

1 309 539
1 261 735
41 662
6 142

1 309 151
1 258 943
43 760
6 449

-33.03
-32.29
-57.10
84.53

25 144 885 25 093 056 26 287 987

4.55

27 658 393

29 210 170

0.93

11 633
18 937

710 904
666 758
42 809
1 337

Honourable MEC for Education and Training Mandla Makupula 2012/13 Budget and Policy Speech 23rd
March 2012, Eastern Cape Provincial Legislature. p.19.
29
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2012/13. Provincial Treasury. p.261.
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Real
Change
between
2011/12
and
2012/13

2 937 944

5 454
919
18 975
17 523 692 20 750 351 22 576 929 24 634 708

28

% change from
Adjusted
Appropriation
2011/12

Table 2: Budget by Economic Classification (2011/12)30
Outcome

(R' 000)

Current payments
Compensation of employees
Goods and Services
Interest and rent on land

Audited
Audited
Audited 2007/08 2008/09
2009/10
13 514 374 15 592 878 18 592 891
11 721 693 13 755 201 17 112 266
1 792 681 1 837 677 1 480 625

Medium-term estimate
% change
from
Adjusted
Appropriati
2011/12
on 2010/11 2012/13
20 355 521 21 827 855 20 765 504
2.01 21 579 517
18 332 259 19 500 284 19 410 179
5.88 20 188 465
2 023 262 2 327 571 1 355 325
-33.01
1 391 052

Adjusted
Main Approappropriation
priation
2010/11
2010/11
19 471 513
17 372 414
2 099 099

Revised
estimate
2010/11

Transfers and Subsidies to
Provinces and municipalities
Departmental agencies and accounts
Universities and technikons
Public corporations and private enterprises
Foreign governments and international organisations
Non-profit institutions
Households

516 326
2
6 448
15 720

981 365

1 288 517

1 661 625

1 631 828

1 616 587

2 614 888

60.24

6 642
15 907

8 011
16 702

10 373
17 571

10 373
17 571

8 404
17 571

11 633
18 937

12.15
7.77

448 782
46 274

885 355
73 461

1 162 924
100 880

1 501 811
131 870

1 472 013
131 871

1 471 012
119 600

2 481 347
102 971

Payments for capital assets
Buidlings and other fixed structures
Machinery and equipment
Software and other intangible assets

454 798
414 972
39 292
534

943 995
853 946
89 959
90

868 024
852 995
14 254
775

1 253 892
1 148 174
104 417
1 301

903 335
803 963
98 070
1 302

897 735
803 989
92 444
1 302

5 454
919
14 485 498 17 523 692 20 750 351

22 387 030

Payments for Capital Assets
Total economic classification

Real
Change
between
2010/11
and
2013/14
2011/12
22 898 936
-2.57
21 439 070
1.13
1 459 893
-36.02

2 795 999 2 959 298
12 168
19 317

12 777
20 476

7.11
2.94

68.57
-21.92

2 655 130 2 811 192
109 384
114 853

61.00
-25.42

1 254 315
1 176 191
75 076
3 048

38.85
46.30
-23.45
134.10

1 358 652 1 431 464
1 275 017 1 343 706
80 569
84 562
3 067
3 195

32.62
39.73
-26.88
123.59

22 387 030 24 342 177 24 634 708

10.04

25 734 169 27 289 725

5.10

In March 2011, a court order obliged the Department to reinstate 4 200 temporary teachers.
This, according to MEC Makupula, resulted in the over spending on this line item in 2011/12
of R 522 million.31 The Department has been allocated a total of R 22.39 billion for the
payment of personnel in the 2012/13 financial year ; representing 81% of the total budget for
the Department as reflected in Figure 1 below. The allocation reflects the increasingly
unstable personnel to non-personnel ratio in the ECDoE. Most recently, 3900 temporary
teachers are to be reinstated as of April 2012.

32

However, in a televised broadcast, the

Superintendent-General (at the time) stated there had been insufficient funds in the previous
financial year in addition to lack of post-provisioning implementation, a combination which
resulted in over-expenditure on the line item and poor educator distribution.33 This line item
has historically seen the highest levels of over expenditure and remains at the core of
Departmental problems relating to human resource and financial management problems.
Table 1 above shows that a nominal increase of 6.73% has been made for compensating
employees in 2012 as compared to a 5.88% increase in 2011/12 (Table 1 and 2). In real
terms, this equates to a 3% increase. The moratorium on the filling of vacancies in 2011 does
30

Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. p.296.
Eastern Cape Province 2012/13 Budget and Policy Speech, Vote 6, Education. MEC for Education and Training
Honourable Mandla Makupula, Provincial Legislature, 22nd March 2012.
32
SABC 3 English News Bulletin 17th April 2012; in reference to the reinstatement of temporary educators in
the Eastern Cape.
33
Advocate Modidima Mannya, SABC 3 English News Bulletin 17th April 2012.
31
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53.05

not appear to have had any impact on the overall spending trends in personnel. Thus it is
critical to make an attempt at pre-empting any potential repetition of poor expenditure.34 A
smaller nominal increase in the overall budget is seen in 2012 (4.55%) (Table 1) as compared
to 2011/12 (Table 2).
Compensation of Employees
Figure 1: Trends in the Compensation of Employees 2006/07-2012/1335
Compensation of Employess (as a % of Total Budget)
2006/07-2012/13
83
81

81
79
77

77
76

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/2012

2012/13

The trends reflected in Figure 1 above are indicative of a return to significant investment in
personnel from the overall budget despite growing (competing) needs in infrastructure, for
example. The Department continues to struggle with effective financial management and
planning where infrastructure provisioning is concerned. This will be discussed in a later
section of this budget analysis. In the Annual Performance Plan for 2011/12, the Department

34

When accounting for the real changes in allocations, year-on-year rates for the consumer price index will be
used with 2008 being the base year. In addition, in the absence of projections, averages for headline inflation
and headline indices will be used, accounting for the first 3 months of 2012 (January-March). Updates are
available on the Statistics South Africa website, available on www.statssa.co.za
35
The percentage for the 2011/12 is based on the allocated amount as reflected in the Estimates for 2011/12
for the purpose of comparison to current allocations for 2012/13.
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury.
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attributes the “large budget deficits” in 2009/10 and 2010/11 to the personnel line item.36
The over expenditure in this line item was R 1.9 billion in 2010/11.37 This sum equates to the
amount needed to eradicate the infrastructure backlog in education as estimated by the
Department. This is a stark indication of the gravity of over expenditure in a line item like
personnel in a department that is „human-resource heavy‟. An additional problem which the
Department must address is the presence of staff in addition and „double-parked‟ educators
(Table 3).
Table 3: Estimates of the Cost of Educators in Addition
Year

Total number of Educators

in Cost

of

educators

in Average cost per

educator posts

addition

addition

educator

2010

69 390

5 122

R 1, 070, 165, 070.00

R 208 935.00

2011

64 25238

6 736

R 1, 650, 349, 751.00

R 245 004.42

2012

64 752

6 736 + 3 900 R 1, 650, 349, 751.00 + (R R 245 004.4239
245 004.42 x 3 900) =

reinstated
temps. = 10 636

R 2, 605, 866, 989.00

Using the hypothetical40 2012 figure above; the Department will need at least R 2.6 billon to
compensate the educators that remain in addition to the institution as well as the temporary
educators that will be reinstated as per Advocate Mannya‟s statement. In 2011, the ECDoE
had a staff complement of 69 462 which would equate to approximately R 17 billion in terms
of compensation of employees and a total of R 19.6 billion if educators in addition and
36

Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011/12, p.23.
Department of Basic Education Implementation Plan of Section 100 (1) (b) of the Constitution of South Africa
in Eastern Cape Department of Education. 30th September 2011.
38
The decline in the number of educator posts is due to the decrease in the number agreed upon for funding
by the ECDoE. This is despite the fact that the “determination of posts” remained the same for 2011.
Department of Basic Education Implementation Plan of Section 100 (1) (b) of the Constitution of South Africa in
Eastern Cape Department of Education. 30th September 2011. p.5.
39
NB: 2012 inflation figures have NOT been taken into account in working this out, cost per educator remains
the same as for 2011.
40
The accuracy of data relating to precise personnel numbers in the Department is, at best, low; the Eastern
Cape Treasury narrative in the budget estimates questions the “credibility” of this data.
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. p. 283.
37
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reinstated temporary staff are considered. This R 19.6 billion accounts for 92% of the R 21.3
billion budget for compensation of employees for the entire department. There are
approximately 18 227 non-educator personnel in posts ranging from administration to
executive posts that this figure does not account for. Approximately R 1.7 billion is thus
remaining to cater for 18 22741 personnel. There is significant reason to believe that the
department will once again over spend in the personnel line item in the current financial year
taking all the available information into account. Both the 92:8 ratio as well as the prospect of
over spending are unacceptable outcomes in a Department that is being guided by a nationallevel

intervention of Ministers and has been the focus of endless „turn around‟ and

improvement strategies for several years. In addition to exercising serious fiscal prudence and
planning, post-provisioning management is vital. There is no question that the resource drain
created by the phenomenon of „double-parked‟ educators, „ghost‟ staff and staff in addition
should not be tolerated further. The implementation of an effective staff deployment system
must become a priority within the current reintroduction of the Section 100 (1) (b)
intervention by the Department of Basic Education. The process of cleaning up the PERSAL
database must be completed and data integrity measures put in place.
Figure 2: Budget line items as a percentage of total allocation for 2012/13

Budget Line Items as a % of Total Budget 2012/13
Non-profit
institutions
Other
11%
1%
Goods and Services
4%

Buidlings and other
fixed structures
3%

Compensation of
employees
81%

41

As these are non-educator personnel wide-ranging salary bands it is difficult to determine the average cost
to the Department per employee in order to create a composite comparative figure.
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Infrastructure
The ECDoE continues to struggle to maintain and provide

adequate infrastructure.

According to targets outlined in the 2011/12 Annual Performance Plan, the estimated cost for
addressing the province‟s infrastructure backlog was approximately R 1 billion.42 Since
2008/09, the Independent Development Trust (IDT) has spent an estimated R 1.39 billion on
681 school infrastructure projects in the Eastern Cape, approximately one fifth of total
national expenditure over the same period.43 This then leaves 971 mud or clay structures in
the province according to these figures. In crude terms, not taking current inflation or project
specificities into account; the Department would need approximately R 1.94 billion to
eradicate the remaining 971 schools at the same rate. This amount equates to the amount over
spent on the compensation of employees in 2011; a fact that highlights the extent to which
this indirect trade-off impeded progress in key service delivery areas in education.
Table 4: Trends in Allocation on Infrastructure 2008/09-2014/1544

Outcome

(R ' 000)

2008/09
New Infrastructure
Existing Infrastructure Assets
Upgrades and additions
Rehabilitation, renovations and refurbishment
Maintenance and Repairs
Infrastructure Transfers
Current
Capital
Curent infrastructure
Capital infrastructure
Total Departmental Infrastructure

987 032
807 264
47 242
132 526

Main
Adjusted
Revised
Appropriati Appropriation Estimate
2009/10 2010/11
on 2011/12 2011/12
2011/12
484 678
218 205 978 698
978 699
323 848
408 260
86 427 324 558
318 861
198 485
171 162
13 973 136 677
130 980
47 572
176 035
68 430
59 480
59 480
19 932
61 063
4 024 128 401
128 401
130 981
1

132 526 181 634
854 506 1 141 849
987 032 892 938

4 024 128 401
300 608 1 175 855
304 632 1 303 256

1
128 401
1 169 160
1 297 561

130 981
391 352
522 333

Medium-term estimate
Real
% change
Change
from
between
Adjusted
2011 and
Appropriat
2012
ion
2012/13
2011/12 2013/14 2014/15
778 980
-20.41 973 029 1 026 153 -25.81
235 789
-27.35 353 993 301 343 -31.08
72 244
-47.14 209 861 182 554 -48.59
78 522
32.01
78 845
50 237
23.04
85 023
-33.78
65 287
68 552 -38.28

85 023
929 746
1 014 769

-33.78
65 287
68 552
-20.93 1 261 735 1 258 944
-22.14 1 327 022 1 327 496

-38.28
-25.88
-27.11

With specific reference to expenditure on mud schools, the IDT has spent R 429.96 million in
the province out of a total of R 1.71 nationally between 2008/09 and March 2012.45 A large
42

Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011/12, p.38.
Independent Development Trust (IDT). 24th April 2012. Eradication of Mud and other Inappropriate
Structures. Presentation to Select Committee on Public Services. Available Online:
http://www.pmg.org.za/print/31693.
44
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury, Table 6.15,
p.264.
43
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majority of the 8 537 inappropriate structures within the national school system are located in
the Eastern Cape (Figure 4).46 The IDT has prioritised infrastructure projects in the two
provinces with the highest proportion of mud and inappropriate structures (Figures 3 and 4)
as would be expected.
There are a number of programmes that are aimed at addressing the infrastructure problem;
1. The IDT projects
2. The Education Infrastructure Grant (conditional grant)
3. The equitable share allocation
The first, however, is not reflected in the 2012/13 budget estimate figures and narrative report
which is counter-intuitive and restricts transparent budgeting. There is a need to clearly coordinate all infrastructure projects related to education in the province in a manner that
strategically links all funders, planners and implementing agents.
In terms of Building and Other Fixed Structures, the Department has allocated R 929.74
million for 2012/13, a decrease in allocation from the 2011/12 of 32% in real terms. While
unfortunate this is not surprising considering that the Department under spent on its
infrastructure grant in 2011 by R 329.24 million47. This grant is crucial as it is specific to
school infrastructure and can greatly complement allocations for mud school and backlog
eradication across the province. This under expenditure in a vital programme is vaguely
attributed to “capacity challenges in spending on infrastructure” and delays in project
implementation.48 This has occurred after the Department was penalised in the 2010/11
financial year by National Treasury for issues pertaining to maladministration in the
infrastructure grant according to Section 17 of the Division of Revenue Act.
Considering the inherent urgency in eradicating mud structures and building safe schools that
are conducive to learning and promoting equal access to quality education, the responsibility
of infrastructure provisioning should be managed more effectively within the “tri-partite”

45

Independent Development Trust (IDT). 24th April 2012. Eradication of Mud and other Inappropriate
Structures. Presentation to Select Committee on Public Services. Available Online:
http://www.pmg.org.za/print/31693.
46
Ibid.
47
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. p. 259.
48
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. p. 263.
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and “bi-partite” infrastructure delivery agreements.49 In light of the appointment by the
National Department of Basic Education of infrastructure provisioning to the IDT, the
responsibility for the provisioning of infrastructure in the Eastern Cape should, and can be,
shared between the national department, the IDT and the Department of Public Works as
planning and implementing agents in such a manner that optimises the short-term functioning
of a “severely understaffed” Infrastructure and Facilities Management Unit.50 This
arrangement could be put in place until such a time as the provincial Department has
developed the requisite internal capacity. Ultimately, however, the Department must fill all
vacant posts within the unit and fulfil the programme‟s mandate. It is recommended, in future
that accurate infrastructure databases are maintained to allow effective collaboration between
the Department and its infrastructure implementation agents. Thus, the Eastern Cape
Department of Education would be better placed to deal with issues at the core of its
mandate; teaching and learning.
In 2011, there were at least eight districts across the province that had more than 20% of
schools without water and several without adequate sanitation and electricity. 51 The 2011/12
Annual Performance Plan indicates that in November 2010, there were 910 schools without
water supply and 457 lacking functional toilets.52The Department has indicated the intention
to attend to all of these basic requirements within the 2011/12 financial year.53 This does not
appear likely to be achieved when all infrastructure needs are taken into account. The
estimated total cost of planned maintenance and repairs across all programmes for 2012/13 is
an insignificant R 3 million,54against R 128 million planned for 2011/12.55 This is an
indication of the reprioritisation from maintenance of current assets to construction of new
buildings in the year ahead. When all planned infrastructure projects are taken into

49

The ECDoE, in the 2010/11 infrastructure plans, indicate that contractual arrangements for the
implementation of the Department’s infrastructure programme is such that service level agreements exist
between the Department of Education, the Department of Public Works (DPW) and the “Programme
Implementing Agent” (PIA). Further, the plan outlines that “…where the DPW does not have the requisite
capacity, it may engage other implementing agents to support this function”
Eastern Cape Department of Education Infrastructure Plan 2005-2015. 2010/11 as prepared by Chief
Directorate: Infrastructure and Facilities Management. p.45.
50
Eastern Cape Department of Education Infrastructure Plan 2005-2015. 2010/11 as prepared by Chief
Directorate: Infrastructure and Facilities Management. p.49.
51
Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011/12, p.19.
52
Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011/12, p.21.
53
Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011/12, p.116.
54
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2012/13. Provincial Treasury. p.330.
55
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. p.396.
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consideration, the Department requires R 2.23 billion in 2012/13 where only R 1.01 billion is
available within the equitable share allocation.56 This leaves an estimated deficit for 2012/13
of R 1.22 billion. If the Department spends its allocated infrastructure grant efficiently
against the current needs, there will likely be a shortfall in funds. However, this would place
the Department in a positive position to motivate for increases within and beyond the medium
term (2012/13-2014/15).
A progress report presented in May 2012 to the DBE reflected the existence of 424
inappropriate structures in the Eastern Cape with 50 having been targeted for replacement by
the ASIDI during the 2011/12 financial year.57 The figures presented in this report reflect that
345 are in need of sanitation and 619 are without access to water. This implies that 291
schools were provided with water over the course of 2011/12 and that 112 were provided
with functional toilets. However, in the absence of accurate, up to date and consistent
information it is not possible to validate this- especially in light of recurrent delays in the
completion of infrastructure projects. The differences in figures quoted for national
infrastructure baselines within the same reporting period within the DBE is indicative of a
number of problems. One of these is the changeable use of the term “inappropriate structure”
which influences what is considered such and secondly of contradictions in the data. The
question of the validity of this in informing effective fiscal and strategic planning is
questionable.

56

Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2012/13. Provincial Treasury. p.330.

57

Department of Basic Education Hearing on Fourth Quarter Conditional Grant School Infrastructure Backlog
Grant Spending for 2011 /12 Presentation by Tsholofelo Diale , ASIDI Programme Manager 3rd May 2012
Available Online: http://www.pmg.org.za/files/doc/2012/comreports/120511scappropreport.htm
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Figure 3: Total Number of Structures to be Eradicated by Province according to the
IDT, DBE and ASIDI58
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Independent Development Trust (IDT). 24th April 2012. Eradication of Mud and other Inappropriate
Structures. Presentation to Select Committee on Public Services. Available Online:
http://www.pmg.org.za/print/31693.
Department of Basic Education Presentation to Standing Committee on Appropriations. Undated document
Available Online:
http://d2zmx6mlqh7g3a.cloudfront.net/cdn/farfuture/mtime:1288014916/files/docs/101020dept-pres_0.pdf
Department of Basic Education Hearing on Fourth Quarter Conditional Grant School Infrastructure Backlog
Grant Spending for 2011 /12 Presentation by Tsholofelo Diale , ASIDI Programme Manager 3rd May 2012
Available Online: http://www.pmg.org.za/files/doc/2012/comreports/120511scappropreport.htm
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Figure 4: Percentages of Inappropriate Structures by Province (IDT)59
Inappropriate School Structures in South Africa (N= 8 537)
(Source: IDT 2012)
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Figures 3 and 4 above clearly indicate the stark contrasts in the status of school infrastructure
between the Eastern Cape and the other provinces. This is the case regardless of the source of
the data. It is of concern, however that in a presentation given in April 2012, the data
presented by the IDT emanated from clearly outdated Education Management Information
Systems (EMIS) and the National Education Infrastructure Management System (NEIMS)
data from 2007 and 2009. There have been changes since the release of that infrastructure
data; something which is vital where new planning and budget allocation is concerned. These
changes are evident in the presentations made by the DBE and ASIDI as well as various
provincial documents.60 There are currently 395 schools that are classified as mud school

59

Independent Development Trust (IDT). 24th April 2012. Eradication of Mud and other Inappropriate
Structures. Presentation to Select Committee on Public Services. Available Online:
http://www.pmg.org.za/print/31693.
60
This is evident in data presented in the following key documents;
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2012/13. Provincial Treasury.
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury
Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011/12,
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across the Eastern Cape. An estimated R 4.48 billion will be the cost for the replacement of
these structures.61
The delays in the construction of the 49 schools in the ASIDI is worrisome as the initial date
of completion; 31st March has since been revised to 31st August 2012. It is within all
education stakeholders‟ vested interest to seek explanations and justifications from the DBE
for this delay in the provision of appropriate school infrastructure through the ASIDI
particularly in light of any additional costs that may be incurred as a result of the delays.

A draft report released by the Standing Committee on Appropriations on 9th May 2012
recommended that the DBE provide details as to the expected completion dates for all
projects as well as to the projected total expenditure. The report also highlighted findings
related to contractor engagements despite lack of adequate guarantees as per procedure.62
This is a cause for concern as far as accountability and transparency in the appointment of
contractors goes. Of further concern is the outlined timeframe within which the Department
aims to have eradicated all mud structures; by 2014/15. The ASIDI had originally aimed to
eradicate 50 mud structures in 2011/12, 100 in 2012/13 and a massive 346 in 2013/14 alone.
At the current rate of project completion and capacity this appears an unrealistic target.
While the IDT has been identified as a primary implementing agent for broader infrastructure
provisioning, there are other agents and departments involved in infrastructure delivery; a
factor not clearly taken into account when infrastructure planning and delivery is carried out.
The Department itself has an infrastructure delivery plan which outlines the role of the IDT
but does not give detail as to delineate project responsibility which in turn does not appear
coordinated with the IDT‟s planning process.
It is recommended that the Department, while infrastructure planning is within its control,
make a concerted effort firstly to create a reliable infrastructure project database with the
assistance from reputable data management units. Secondly, the Department must ensure the
61

Department of Basic Education Presentation to Standing Committee on Appropriations. Undated document
Available Online:
http://d2zmx6mlqh7g3a.cloudfront.net/cdn/farfuture/mtime:1288014916/files/docs/101020dept-pres_0.pdf
62
Report of the Standing Committee on Appropriations on the Oversight Visit to the Eastern Cape from 23rd to
25th January 2012 Dated 9th May 2012. Available Online:
http://www.pmg.org.za/files/doc/2012/comreports/120511scappropreport.htm
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project details are regularly updated and that this information is made available to relevant
stakeholders for the sake of accountability and progress. Thirdly, the Department would need
to outline both the budgetary allocations and explicit project responsibility of all involved
planning and implementing agents. Lastly, in the case of delayed projects due to poor
performance of contractors, quick and decisive action must be taken to prevent recurrent
delays that lead to resource wastage. The failure to „fast track‟ projects is a recurrent
problem. This is a problem that requires immediate attention even within the ASIDI; a project
geared at „accelerating‟ the delivery of adequate school infrastructure.
Early Childhood Development (ECD) (Programme 7):
Recognition of ECD as an important educational phase at which to target improvements and
interventions is increasing nationally. On a provincial level, however, ECD remains
peripheral to outlined priorities. The limited amount of research into ECD in South Africa is
highlighted by an HSRC (2006) document. The research characterises part of the problem in
ECD as being “…to design appropriate programmes to ensure access especially to poor
children and most critically to attach sufficient budgets and ensure a supply of appropriate
and well-trained educators.”63 Adequate budgetary allocation, streamlining of services and
effective planning remain core challenges in ECD. There has also been some financial
maladministration within the provincial programme. In 2011, the Auditor General reported
that investigations/performance audits were in execution phase in ECD.64 In the process, the
presence of „ghost teachers‟ in Programme 7 were uncovered.65 This also lead to some
legitimate teachers being taken off the Department‟s payroll, resulting in backlogs in
payment of teachers. Currently, changes in ECD payment models is such that Treasury is
responsible for the process which has lead to further delays in payment.66
The allocation for ECD in 2012/13 decreases in real terms by 0.17% from 2011/12 ,
indicative of some non-alignment between the stated priority status of ECD and actual
budgetary allocations. Table 5 below highlights the under expenditure in the programme in
63

Human Science Research Council (HSRC). 2006. Child, Youth, Family and Social Development; Indicators for
Early Childhood Development Report for the Research Directorate Department of Social Services and Poverty
Alleviation; Provincial Government of the Western Cape. Compiled by Andrew Dawes, Linda Biersteker and Lee
Louw. P.22.
64
Eastern Cape Department of Education. Annual Report 2010/11. p.165.
65
Politicsweb. 17th April 2012. Grade R teachers in P.E. Unpaid for Months. Available Online;
www.politicsweb.co.za
66
Grocott’s Mail 4th May 2012.
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2011/12 particularly in the Goods and Services and in the Buildings and Other Fixed
Structures line items.
The Compensation of Employees reflects a nominal increase from the 2011/12 adjusted
appropriation of 3.42% and 2.54% from the revised estimate (Table 5). In real terms,
however, this represents a decrease of 0.16% between 2011/12 and 2012/13. The Department
intends to cater for “additional practitioners”67 whose stipends are capped at R 5000.00.68 At
this average rate with 5 258 practitioner posts in 2010, the Department would need to
allocate at least R

315.5 million to pay practitioners‟ stipends with a balance of

approximately R 18.9 million. This would thus enable the Department to employ an
additional 315 practitioners within the financial year. This figure does not take into account
various other non-teaching posts within ECD centres such as cooks and gardeners for which
ECD centres are responsible.
It is not clear how the budgetary responsibility between departments is divided as the
Department of Social Development is also responsible for aspects of ECD provisioning in the
province as outlined in White Paper 5 of 2001 on Early Childhood Development. This an area
that continues to create confusion despite the outlined intention in 2001 of integrating
departmental efforts. Anecdotal evidence through discussions with several ECD practitioners,
NGOs and staff of the Department of Social Development indicates that budget
implementation and resources are not effectively distributed in any co-ordinated manner by
departments towards ECD sites. The provision of practitioner training, outdoor recreational
equipment, daily meals and learning materials, for example, is not uniformly carried out by
either of the two main departments but continues to be a fairly uncoordinated effort. As with
any resource provisioning under conditions of limited availability- optimisation of all such
resources is paramount. Thus, the Departments of Social Development and Education would
be best placed to devise and implement an integrated ECD programme in partnership with
civil society. Proceedings from the recent ECD summit in East London should inform the
formulation of such a model in light of the wide-ranging engagement of various stakeholders
on ECD.

67

Early Childhood Development educators are referred to as ECD practitioners in the Departments of
Education and Social Development.
68
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. p. 279.
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It is difficult to ascertain accurate, current figures for practitioners within the ECDoE
establishment considering the fact that the educator numbers included in the 2011/12 Annual
Performance Plan are themselves a reflection of statistics as at November 2010.69
Furthermore, these only reflect statistics for primary, secondary and combined school
educators which does not provide a breakdown for ECD practitioners or Grade R teachers
specifically. Indicated, however, are the numbers of ECD centres as well as schools with
Grade R attached (891 and 4 413 respectively) though this is still not useful for determining
ECD practitioner numbers and, subsequently, their cost.70
This is a source of concern considering that the programme is responsible for facilitating the
development of children for whom the first 1000 days of life radically influence later
development and educational foundations.
It is imperative that the Department seeks to maximise the impact of the Section 100 (1) (b)
intervention, recommendations of the Auditor-General and to provide institutional support
for the incoming Accounting Officer.

69

It is also important to note that these numbers are at odds with the figure presented by National Treasury
indicating, firstly that ECD practitioner numbers were 5037 in 2010 and that there is a planned decrease in
personnel numbers in this programme from 5 259 to 5 256 between 2011/12 and 2012/13.
Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. Table 6.51, p. 282.
70
Eastern Cape Department of Education Annual Performance Plan 2011 /12, p.20.
Several unsuccessful attempts were also made to obtain up to date statistical information relating to ECD from
the Department of Education preceding the writing of this analysis.
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Table 5: Economic Classification for Programme 7: Early Childhood Development 71
Outcome

(R' 000)
Current payments
Compensation of employees
Goods and Services
Transfers and Subsidies to
Provinces and municipalities
Non-profit institutions
Households
Payments for capital assets
Buidlings and other fixed structures
Machinery and equipment
Software and other intangible assets
Payments for Capital Assets
Total

Medium-term estimate
Real
Adjusted
% change
Change
Main ApproRevised
approfrom Adjusted
between
priation
estimate
Audited
Audited
priation
Appropriation
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2009/10
2010/11
2012/13 2011/12
2013/14 2014/15
2011/12
and
182 155
229 763 331 788 364 229 357 229 342 222 354 088
-0.88 373 461 393 889
-4.31
163 198
207 852 320 615 323 348 323 348 326 113 334 400
3.42 351 107 370 418
-0.16
18 957
21 911
11 173
40 881
33 881
16 109 19 688
-41.89 22 354
23 470 -43.90
7 679

3 276

5 224

30 786

30 786

33 421

45 818

48.83 107 215

165 526

43.68

7 679

3 276

5 224

30 786

30 786

33 421

45 818

48.83 107 215

165 526

43.68

59 274
44 137
15 137

34 582
34 077
505

21 677
20 356
1 321

110 345
110 345

110 345
110 345

52 737
52 737

115 421
115 421

4.60 121 192
4.60 121 192

127 252
127 252

0.98
0.98

249 108

267 621

358 689

505 360

498 360

428 380

515 327

3.40 601 868

686 667

-0.17
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Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2011/12. Provincial Treasury. Table 6.40, p.
279.
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